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A little bird told me...
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Michael Salter & Chris Bryden
discuss the challenges of managing
employees’ social media activity

IN BRIEF
ff Game Retail Limited v Laws: Can misuse
of a personal Twitter account amount to gross
misconduct?

W

e have written before about
the dangers of social media
usage by employees and
the tensions in the law
that arise as a result (see “Beware of
the web”, 163 NLJ 7569, pp 9-10). We
reviewed a number of cases which had
been considered by the courts in which
employees had been dismissed after
misuse of social media, such as Smith
v Trafford Housing Association [2012]
EWHC 3221, [2013] IRLR 86 the Northern
Irish case of Teggart v TeleTech UK Limited
[2012] NIIT 00704_11IT and Preece v
JD Wetherspoon plc ET/2104806/10. We
concluded that this was an area in which
guidance was required, and proposed a
number of principles. These included that
postings on social media sites in free time
from personal equipment should not be

covered automatically by a reasonable
expectation of privacy, particularly where
a complaint had been made; but that this
did not justify a trawl of social media
for disciplinary purposes absent a clear
social media policy. We ventured that a
company was not likely to be brought into
disrepute by personal expressions of view,
especially if the audience was small and
exclusive.

Twitter
The Employment Appeals Tribunal
(EAT) has now considered such issues
in its decision in Game Retail Limited v
Laws [2014] UKEAT 0188_14_0311 (03
November 2014). Mr Laws was employed
by Game, a purveyor of electronic media,
in August 1997, rising to the post of risk
and loss prevention investigator. He
had responsibility for around 100 stores
based in the north of England. The EAT
accepted that Game depended on Twitter
and other social media for marketing and
communications, and each store had its
own profile, with the manager and deputy
manager having access to the account for

the purpose of posting. Local customers
often followed their local stores.
Laws joined Twitter and opened his
own account. He followed the accounts of
those stores for which he was responsible,
in order to monitor their tweets, to
check for inappropriate activity. The
tribunal below recorded that Laws’s line
manager understood that he was doing
this “to see if anything had happened
with communication that had been
unacceptable”. Laws followed around
100 store accounts, and some 65 were
following him back. It appeared that one
store had tweeted that Game or GS shops
ought to be following Laws. The judgment
is sadly silent on whether Game had a
social media policy in this regard, but
as the accounts being monitored were
specifically work-related, it appears likely
that such monitoring was in any event
appropriate. That however is a digression
from the relevance of this case.
On around 18 July 2013, a store
manager brought to the attention of a
regional manager the contents of tweets
being posted by Laws. An investigation
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followed, and 28 of the tweets were
identified as being offensive. The
conclusion of the investigation was that
the tweets were in the public domain,
clearly accessible by stores, and that some
were abusive. Disciplinary action was
recommended.
Laws was suspended on 23 July 2013
and was invited to a disciplinary hearing
to meet a charge of gross misconduct.
It was observed in the covering letter
that “while this is your personal Twitter
account and you do not specifically
affiliate yourself to the company on
that account, you also use your account
to monitor Twitter activity from the
company’s stores that you are responsible
for in your capacity as risk officer”. At
the hearing, Laws contended that he had
not consented for managers to encourage
other managers to follow him. He was
dismissed, which was upheld on appeal.
He brought a claim for unfair dismissal.

Unfair dismissal?
At first instance, the employment judge
found that the decision to dismiss did
not fall within the range of reasonable
responses. This was first because the
Twitter account was not opened as
part of Laws’s job but principally to
communicate with acquaintances outside
of work, using his own mobile phone,
and concerning matters nothing to do
with work; second because the offensive
material was tweeted in his own time
and not during work hours; and third
because explanations were given for
some of the offensive tweets. Paragraph
13 of the EAT judgment reproduces the
employment judge’s analysis of a sample
of the offensive tweets, which make for
interesting reading, but which are clearly
nothing to do with Laws’s job or work.
The employment judge noted that it had
not been established that any member of
the public or of Game’s staff had seen the
offensive tweets other than one manager
and the complainant; there was no link
between Laws and Game that viewers
could have drawn; and that there was
no specific clause in the disciplinary
policy that demonstrated that offensive
or inappropriate use of social media in
private time could be gross misconduct.
Game appealed, contending that
the employment judge had substituted
his own view and had
reached a perverse
conclusion. The
EAT allowed
the appeal. It
was noted that
this appeared to
be the first EAT

decision concerning dismissal for misuse
of Twitter, and urged that guidance
be provided (as the authors have also
called for). However the EAT noted that
notwithstanding the subject-matter
of the appeal, the issues in the appeal
were in effect the well-worn principles
of substitution and perversity. On those
issues, the EAT held that the employment
judge had failed to engage properly
with Game’s case, and that it was wrong
to suggest that followers of Laws were
restricted to social acquaintances. Laws
must have known that the offensive
tweets were going out to all of his
followers, which included 65 stores, and
any customers that also followed him.

Balance
The EAT confirmed that private usage
was not an irrelevant question and that
there is a balance to be drawn between
the desire of the employer to remove or
reduce reputational risk and the right to
freedom of expression—the tension in the
Smith case above. “Generally speaking”,
said the EAT, “employees must have the
right to express themselves, providing it
does not infringe on their employment
and/or is outside the work context. That
said, we recognise that those questions
might themselves depend on the particular
employment or work in question”. The
employment judge had not properly tested
the question of whether this was truly a
case of private usage, in a case in which
65 stores followed and 100 were followed;
privacy settings had not been engaged.
Laws had encouraged stores to follow him
by re-tweeting the manager’s exhortation
to follow him. The employment judge
had allowed his own focus to prevent him
from engaging with a point of concern:
the offensive messages going to the stores
that followed Laws. This was a substitution
of what was relevant, or alternatively
was perverse. It was also inconsistent to
find that no-one was offended, when it
was known that a complaint had been
made, this also being a substitution.
Finally, it was also perverse or an error
of substitution to hold that nothing
derogatory of the respondent or that might
reveal that he was an employee of Game
had been posted.
In terms of general guidance, the EAT
addressed this point succinctly at para
52 of its judgment. It declined to do so. It
noted that some points urged upon it as
general guidance would be relevant in
many cases, such as whether the employer
has an IT or social media policy; the nature
and seriousness of the alleged misuse;
previous warnings for similar misconduct;
or actual or potential damage done to
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customer relationships. However these
points are “either so obvious or so general
as to be largely unhelpful”: the test is the
reasonable responses test in the particular
circumstances of each case. A list of criteria
by way of guidance encouraged the risk of
an inappropriate “tick-box mentality”.

Reasonable response
Thus, social media and its misuse becomes
merely the backdrop to the application
of the reasonable responses test. As a
general principle, this is unarguably
correct: the circumstances of a dismissal
form the factual matrix to which the
established law is applied. However it is
respectfully suggested that the facts of this
case naturally lent themselves to greater
consideration of some of the issues raised,
in line with the guidance postulated by
the authors in their earlier article. It is
notable that some of the factors of this case
(personal account; not linked to work or
disclosing a connection; usage in private
time only; tweets unrelated to work) are
the sorts of factors that we suggested might
make a difference to the approach of an
employer (and thus what was reasonable),
particularly in the absence of a dedicated
social media policy. Likewise we suggested
that, following on from a complaint,
privacy considerations would not raise a
defence but Art 10 (freedom of expression)
defences might be engaged. The EAT’s
decision appears principally to be focussed
on the failings of the employment judge to
consider properly the concerns expressed
by the employer in coming to its decision,
and instead substituting his own views;
that finding is borne out by the disposal of
the appeal by way of remission to a fresh
employment judge on the question of the
range of reasonable responses test and the
application of that test in respect of the
sanction.
This decision therefore does not take
us much further in terms of the actual
application of the reasonable responses
test but rather focuses on the failings
of the employment judge to apply that
test, instead substituting his own view.
In the respectful view of the authors, the
principles proposed in our earlier piece
remain cogent to the question remitted.
This is not the case that brings light into
the area of private usage of social media
and disciplinary sanctions; rather it is the
first reported skirmish in what promises to
be an increasingly common battle.
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